MAPD--an objective way to select mAs for paediatric brain CT.
CT is an advanced imaging modality, but the imaging parameters are normally selected subjectively. For standard head examinations, most of the parameters used are consistent amongst different centres, with the exception of large variations in the selection of the tube current-exposure time product (mAs). As a result, CT images may contain unacceptable levels of noise, or the patient may receive excessive radiation. In this study, the maximum anteroposterior diameter (MAPD) was shown to be a good criterion for mAs selection, and could be measured in a pilot view. 200 paediatric brain CT studies were randomly selected to determine the MAPD at the mid brain level. With knowledge of MAPD distribution, a phantom study was performed to determine the relationship between MAPD and the mAs required for consistent and acceptable image noise. It was found that the required mAs increased linearly with MAPD. Assuming the manufacturer's recommended value is "appropriate" for the average MAPD, the appropriate mAs value could be estimated. Using this method, appropriate mAs values were calculated retrospectively for a group of 240 randomly selected paediatric brain CT studies and compared with the actual mAs subjectively determined by the radiographer. Although their average values were similar, the difference between the calculated and actual values deviated markedly in some cases. When the actual mAs was smaller than the calculated value, higher image noise was observed. However, reduction of image noise was barely observed when the applied mAs was larger than the calculated value. Thus, this method is more objective and appropriate for determination of the mAs value for paediatric brain CT than the traditional subjective method.